
From: 	 Mantych, Timothy 
To: 	 Kurio, Phyllis 
CC: 	 Hamayasu, Toru; Simon Zweighaft; Harvey Berliner; kim.nguyen©dot.gov ; Catherine.Luu©dot.gov; 

Nadeem.Tahir©dot.gov; Neathery, Charles 
Sent: 	 10/3/2008 5:19:21 AM 
Subject: 	 RE: November meeting in SF 

Phyllis —  I  apologize for not responding yesterday, but  I  wanted to discuss the issue with Kim Nguyen first. We will likely need to 
hold a follow-up workshop, but I don't believe we are a position yet to set a date. We have begun submitting DRAFT sections of 
the Spot Report to FTA. Once they have reviewed all DRAFT sections and we have addressed their comments, a FINAL 
DRAFT can then be sent to the City for review in advance of the workshop. The Spot Report is going to be quite voluminous 
given that it addresses nine separate PMOC products, so it is uncertain at this time when the FINAL DRAFT will be ready. We 
will continue to coordinate with FTA HQ and Region IX to see when the workshop would be most effective. 

Thanks, 

Timothy L. Mantych, P.E. (MO, IL) 
Jacobs 
FTA PMOC Program Manager 
501 North Broadway 
St. Louis, MO 63102 
Phone: 314.335.4454 
Mobile: 314.614.1386 
tim.mantych@jacobs.com   

	Original Message 	 
From: Kurio, Phyllis [mailto:pkurio@honolulu.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2008 9:37 PM 
To: Mantych, Timothy 
Cc: Hamayasu, Toru; Simon Zweighaft; Harvey Berliner 
Subject: RE: November meeting in SF 

Hi, Tim. I apologize; I didn't communicate my request to Harvey very well. 

if 

Nadeem Tahir (FTA 9) is scheduling a quarterly review meeting in Honolulu during the first week in December 

with FTA and BAH attending. Nadeem is not coordinating the follow-up meeting in November regarding Jacob's 

initial findings. He suggested we coordinate with you or Kim. 

Is the November meeting still being contemplated? If yes, do you have specific dates in mind? 

Regards, 

Phyllis 

From: Harvey Berliner [mailto:Berliner@infraconsultlIc.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2008 2:25 PM 
To: Mantych, Timothy 
Cc: Kurio, Phyllis 
Subject: November meeting in SF 

Aloha Tim: 

RTD wants to know if a November meeting in San Francisco is still possible. The PM0 (BAH) is trying to schedule the 
next regular meeting and if a meeting is scheduled in November with Jacobs, we might want to combine the meetings. 

Thanks 

Harvey L. Berliner 

AR00143337 
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